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Instructions

Contents

2 x Legs – A
1 x Main Frame – B
1 x Bottom Bar – C
21 x Yellow Counters
21 x Red Counters

Assembly

This item should be assembled by an adult or under the direct supervision of an adult.

Slide the legs A onto the sides of the main frame B. This is easier to do with the frame upside down.
Then slide the horizontal bar C into the slot below the main frame.  You are now ready to play!



Aim of the Game

The aim is to get 4 of your coloured counters in an uninterrupted row, column or diagonal line in the
frame. When you achieve this you have won the game!

How to Play

Choose the colour counter you want to play with and take turns slotting your counters in to the
frame through the slots in the top. The winner is the first player to form a row of 4.

You can play individual games or have a best of 3 game.

When each game is complete, the counters can be removed by sliding the bottom bar C out of the
slot at the bottom of the frame. Replace it before you start your next game.

Strategy

Think about blocking your opponent from forming a line, whilst at the same time building up as
many chances as possible for you to win yourself. Think ahead – don’t play each move in isolation.
Think about placing your counters where they make potential winning lines for later. The killer tactic
is to create a double attack: create a potential winning row of 4 which your opponent has to block
but in doing so he creates another winning opportunity for you.

Storage

This game can be played indoors or outdoors but should be stored indoors in a cool dry place when
not in use. It should not be played in the rain or left outside in the rain.

Please retain these instructions for future reference. Suitable for 2 players aged 6+
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